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Monthly Gun Club Meeting
Notes
DATE: 26 July 2022

7:00 pm @ The Range Shelter

Agenda:
● Pledge : Dan Harley
● Secretary : Gary
● Treasurer's Report: Larisa

Attendees:
Gary Owens / Gerry Burdick / Clifton Wheeler / Larisa & Dennis Cox / Dan Harley /
Dianna Hampton / Dennis Midgley / Tom Weller / Pete Managas / Bob Stubbs /
Jennifer Carlson / Ron Richards / Clifton Wheeler / Mike Pilson & Charity Maress /
Scottie Southerland / Randy Constant (18)

Meeting Notes:
●

●

●

Dan spoke on Gate update….. Had a technician come down and replace the in
ground sensor, but still no answer on the timer. The timer has trouble working with
our club's monthly schedule. Dan had a meeting with Fish, Game, and Parks about
this and asked if we could have all Sunday and Mondays as club days. That was
denied at this time.
Gary brought up a phone call from a person that wanted to know if he could use our
range to put on his enhanced carry class . Dan said he’ll have to get permission
from F.G.& P. to hold it on a public day.
It was suggested that we ask the Fish, Game, and Parks Director to come down to
our meeting and take questions or concerns that the membership have.
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More questions came up about our insurance coverage, and asked if we could get
more conﬁrmation on RSO coverage and ect. Suggested that we try and get an
insurance representative to meet with us and get some answers.
Tom gave the website update. We had 6 new memberships paid by credit card,
and they all went well. He’s getting ready to update the website for the yearly
membership enrollment.
Pete Maningas gave us an update on the “Mini Precision Riﬂe Match” that he
designed and ran. Overall it went well, stayed on schedule, and everyone enjoyed
the obstacles. He also talked about holding future matches at the range.
Pete also thanked our Fish, Game, and Parks supervisor, Tyrel Schmelz for his
prompt response , and support of our Long Range facilities.
He went over the permanent placement of our Long Range metal target set up.
Tom brought up concerns on RSO’s not being covered while running range,
according to the new insurance plan. Need more info to conﬁrm.
Gary talked about those two big piles of dirt beside the Pistol Range. He said that it
was our new Shotgun Patterning area. We’re still in the planning stage, but it
should be usable in the near future .
Gary talked about his “Amsterdam Shooting Experience” at the range. He was asked
to give a couple from Amsterdam the opportunity to experience shooting a long
range riﬂe. Their names are Ivo Steinbach, and Wilma Dihing and they have never
shot a weapon of any type. So all I can say is it was a very good experience, and I
hope they enjoy the rest of their vacation.
Gary brought up a safety concern that was brought up by several people on the riﬂe
ranges. There was a problem when someone was on the 100 or 200 yd. Line and
wanted to go down range to change targets. On the way back a shot was ﬁred. It
was someone on the Long Range that didn’t hear or see the others going down
range. No one was hurt, but we need something to help everyone be aware of
other shooters. Ideas brought up were …. Bells, Horns, and Flashing Lights. All
ideas will be researched and present them to F.G.& P.
Pete asked about making riﬂe racks for all the riﬂe ranges, and also talked about
preserving the roof obstacle by shingling it.
Randy had some suggestions, and will check out some designs, and cost.
Larisa asked if we could shut down the club's Facebook account. We would like to
have a more concertive and gun friendly place to work with. There were no
objections, and we’ll go ahead with shut down, and change.
Meeting adjourned around 8:00

